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Put a vibe everybody summer time ..
It's a ..in a place to be with one Dj yeah one Mc , that's
it.
Everybody wanna try it but nobody wanna do it
And ain't nobody winning everybody scared of losing
Until somebody prove it, the mood is kind of foolish
To say that you can do it, just being good at music
A tools just a tool, gotta learn how you use it
And if you aint gonna let somebody else do it.
Cause creators wanna move it, consumer wanna buy it
The day that we decided to make it like Jake and Vita
We choosin' to multiply it, the mother's try to divide it.
My mother smelled the flowers, my father's made of
iron
Descended from a king of the jungle and I ain't lyin'
It's dead on an island it's lost and I'ma find it
I'm singing the same song like Bryan was drivin'
I'm getting daps like I am defiant whenever writin'
enlightenment
Babylon turned into Zion in spite of it. And yall debating
and defining it
It's masturbation at best try rhyming and test your own
standards
I'm posing for no cameras unless you got manners
And I ain't even looking but that woman got that black
magic like Santana
Got hella fam in the bay like Dan Tanner since (?)
rocked a black bandana
But donned backwards, now 48 hours from Hawaii to
Seattle
With a show in the middle, back home in Seattle, oh
There gettin' rattled

Chorus:
No, don't wanna do it, cuz
Ain't nobody with it everybody scared of losing
Until somebody prove it, the mood is kind of foolish
To say that you can do it, just being good at music
Be good at music .. be good at music but they kind of
stupid
Be good at music .. but they kind of stupid.
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Why ask for permission when you know you can't have
it
Not until my name done travelled the damn planet,
damn it ,
I .. I'm planning my last album ..you .. without stack ..
You follow with no ..days work .. lay tray.. the same
things
No passion burnin, fighting with no .. gotta my mind
traded
To model the Mike Tyson my mama was stop .
You follow the pipe pipa pop pop fast
The ....for tropical ... fool
People so .. going .. fly by the relevant
Don't stop turning to ..smiling and life goes
Get a little less ..
Challenge
(Chorus:)
Just be good at music
They kind of new stuff.
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